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while we are still working on the buttons and layout of the character interface, it is
already possible to move between all of the tabs using the d2u. the tabs are

currently named after their functionality: options battle.net profiles items downloads
ladder we're going to be holding a ptr for 1.13 as soon as it is released. the plan is to

go ahead and make this ptr available on the upcoming ptr 2.4 test, which is
tentatively scheduled to start this thursday, march 2. it's a continuation of our

previous ptr, so any balance changes mentioned here are on top of the changes that
were already live as of our last ptr. you can refresh yourself on the specifics of

changes we've made so far here. we look forward to your participation in the ptr and
hope players continue to share feedback. with your help, we can continue the legacy
of making diablo ii: resurrected the arpg we all cherish. the diablo 2 items and gold

database has been updated to v1.0.6 with a host of new data being added. this
release includes some adjustments to item descriptions, as well as changes to the
generic items section. users will notice more information on items such as location,

rarity, effects, and more. a complete list of changes are outlined below: monk monks
will now be unable to use the sword/shield of doom when they are equipped with the

sword/shield of fury. jewels the quantity and value of jewels have been corrected.
unique items a large number of item descriptions have been updated. locations a
large number of locations have been added. enemies a large number of enemies

have been added. game types a large number of game types have been added. note
that this db update will not affect users of the diablo 2 items database. this database
is separate from the diablo 2 items and gold database and the two have never been

in sync. if you encounter issues when playing diablo ii with the items and gold
database enabled, please ensure that the items database has been updated. the

diablo ii items and gold database will not receive future updates. blizzard will
maintain the diablo ii items and gold database for the time being, but any new data

will be entered manually.
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the diablo 2 items and gold database has been updated to
v1.0.5 with a host of new data being added. this release

includes some adjustments to item descriptions, as well as
changes to the generic items section. users will notice

more information on items such as location, rarity, effects,
and more. a complete list of changes are outlined below:

monk monks will now be unable to use the sword/shield of
doom when they are equipped with the sword/shield of
fury. jewels the quantity and value of jewels have been

corrected. unique items a large number of item
descriptions have been updated. locations a large number
of locations have been added. enemies a large number of
enemies have been added. game types a large number of

game types have been added. note that this db update
will not affect users of the diablo 2 items database. this
database is separate from the diablo 2 items and gold
database and the two have never been in sync. if you

encounter issues when playing diablo ii with the items and
gold database enabled, please ensure that the items

database has been updated. the diablo ii items and gold
database will not receive future updates. i was wondering
if i could add a link to this thread to the diablo 2 section on

the guild.com forums. i thought it might be useful to
people who are interested in playing diablo 2, and are
interested in helping us test the game. i would also be

interested to know what people think about the content
changes. i know that we will be getting feedback on them
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